ASC 606
Revenue Automation
Deciding whether to buy or build a solution.

CASE STUDY

To buy or build a revenue recognition solution?
We interviewed the Senior Manager of Revenue Assurance at a major
public network technology company, discussing his role as Project
Manager for the company’s ASC 606 project. Part of this project
involved consideration of revenue automation using an out-of-thebox revenue management solution over upgrading their existing home
grown systems.

The accounting team relied on a home-grown revenue management
solution, supported by internal IT to manage ASC 605. Over time, the
solution was becoming cumbersome for this growing $2.6 billion public
company. With the addition of ASC 606 compliance, the accounting
team needed a revenue recognition solution that could handle their
complex, multi-element arrangements and bundling. This is the buy vs.
build story that many large companies face.
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THE DECISION
The telecom company involved had the knowledge and resources
to build a viable revenue recognition software program. After fair
consideration however, they chose to buy an out-of-the-box solution,
mitigating areas of concern expressed both internally and from their
BOD. Buy over build, enabled them to move quickly, become self reliant
in terms of change management, and have an audit approved system.
This was also driven by the need for dependable, accurate information
that they could produce in a timely fashion.
Read on to explore more deeply how their challenges impacted their
decision.

Growing revenue stream pressures in a high touch environment
The first issue our Project Manager faced at this growing company was around
their manual high touch environment. Under ASC 605 this was manageable, but the
complexity of high value, long term contracts coupled with anticipated company growth
would exacerbate current issues under ASC 606. The team decided to look further into
automation for ASC 606 common, repeatable data entry type transactions.

Q: How much of your revenue is affected by ASC 606?
The revenue affected by 606 is actually a relatively small percentage
of our overall revenue. Say 10 to 20%. The problem is, it’s in an area
of our business that we expect to grow significantly. Traditionally
we were a hardware and services company. As we have grown,
and expect to grow, much of that is in the software space. The
problem with the software component is that it is high touch, a small
percentage of revenue but a lot of work. And the percentage is only
going to grow.
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Q: How did ASC 606 impact your business from a revenue point
of view?
After some research and consulting dollars, we understood that 606
was going to affect the software aspect of our business. Not so much
the hardware. 606 is going to pull forward software revenues and
affect some of the installation work on big projects. That’s the biggest
revenue impact but also commissions and some other minor ones too.

Q: Had ASC 606 not come around, would you have automated?
We would have automated, just not as quickly. We have, over the last
5 years, brought in companies to see what different offerings they had
for revenue recognition. But the appetite to redo the process wasn’t as
great, for the business, as it is now. Now, we have to comply with 606
and we couldn’t sustain this without some automation.
Our existing tool would have needed to be substantially tweaked
in order to do that. Our thought was, would you rather spend the
resources on modifying an existing, old tool or spend the resources to
bring in a tool that is state of the art.
One of the times we made an acquisition that was going to double
our revenue, that was tough to integrate. Now, if that happens again,
we can expand quickly by having everything in the cloud. We’ve had
revenue coming from multiple tools and had to piece it together. With
RevStream we’re most excited about about having the revenue all in
one tool.

Increasing contract complexity under ASC 606
The second issue our Project Manager faced at this growing company was the growing
complexity of contracts. Whilst looking at automation as one option, the other option
under consideration was simplification of sales contracts. In the age of flexibility and
customer driven service the revenue team looked hard at the companies ability to
transform and simplify the way they conducted business.
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Q: As your company has expanded has the revenue growth
come from business sales growth or is there another driver?
Our revenues have gone up very significantly, but
so has the complexity of our contracts. In a perfect
world we would have loved to have become more
efficient in our use of resources. Some of the increase
is natural because our sales volume went up, but we
also do believe a percentage of it went up because
the contracts became more complex.
Some of that is our internal doing. Instead of
standardizing our product offerings, or unbundling
offerings, we have customized them on a customer
by customer basis. Each contract, for instance, may
have a unique unbundling instead of following a
similar pattern to the previous one.

Q: Do you think this contract complexity trend will continue or
will you be able to influence the business team to simplify?
Our customers are fairly large. They spend large dollar volumes.
They have contracts specifically based around their needs. Some
of the things we offer on one contract are materially not different
than another contract. And so to the extent that we could offer them
something equivalent - that we have already configured our system for
- might be a better solution. That is what we are hoping for the future.
With RevStream we will be able to point out more specifically to our
sales teams what the impact of having these different arrangements
means to our business. We are hoping (over time) to get some
normalcy to the contracts we offer.
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Heavy reliance from finance on IT for system configuration
The third issue our Project Manager faced at this growing company was around the
revenue teams heavy reliance on IT. With a single person assigned to manage the
homebuilt ASC 605 system and to work alongside finance, the single point of failure
posed a very high risk. Given that finance and accounting is a risk adverse department
this issue needed to be addressed.

Q: What legacy systems do you currently have?
Originally we built our own system for ASC 605. It was probably in
its fifth iteration. It wasn’t ever really finished being written. That’s
the real answer! Initially it took two or three programmers, five to
six months for the first iteration. But each couple of months we kept
adding on more and more requirements as our contracts become more
complex. Our fixes were for; maybe a bug, or some new guidance
came out, or the first time we sold a contract with a specific type of
unbundling. It was always being tweaked to some extent. We were
pretty reliant on IT.

Q: What were your frustrations with your home grown solution?
Some of the frustrations of the home grown solution are the technology
it is based on and also the very limited number of people that absolutely
know how it was written. We had an example of when the person that
initially wrote it left our company. After he left, the new person had
to look at the code, understand what it was doing, and figure out the
person’s logic so that they could make adjustments. The single point of
failure was one of our biggest concerns.
The second one is when you write internal code, you don’t have a SOC 2,
so you can’t rely on that. What we have to do is create a lot of manual
processes to verify that it does what it is supposed to.
Also, for every error or enhancement required, we would create an
online ticket which would go to the IT department who would determine
if it was a priority. The whole process was very slow.
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Audit risks and the need to control errors and build for compliance
The fourth issue our Revenue Project Manager faced at this growing company again
focused on being risk adverse and taking the opportunity of change under ASC 605
regulations to address risks. In particular, the company Board of Directors had taken
note of the new compliance regulation and were keen to address this area quickly and
completely rather than to take a patch approach.

Q: Did your Board of Directors have any comments on ASC 606?
Members on our board want to reduce the risk (of manual systems) to
the business, just as any accountant would, and we believe introducing
a tool that is formulated specifically for revenue recognition would
reduce some of the risk areas around revenue recognition. Even when
we explain to the market (investors) that our costs may be up due to
implementing a new tool, they understand, they kind of expect it, and
they understand it. The same as our board.

Q: Do you think that your Board of Directors’ interest in compliance
helped the push for automation?
I think it helped. They brought it up in our board meetings, they
wanted to understand what we were doing, how we were doing it,
and also they were more than interested to hear if we were going to
automate it in someway. That RevStream is actually going to give
our management visibility to our revenue numbers quicker than our
existing tool does is key. Our existing tool is more of a batch processing
system that happens once a period, at period end. With RevStream, it
is more of a day by day where we will be posting transactions and we
will have a fairly good view of where our revenue management is at a
single point in time.
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Q: Did you use projected growth potential as a reason to automate
revenue?
One of the areas was exactly that, so that we can handle some of the
new guidelines while also handling projected growth. With the new
guidance coming out we figured right now would be the time to look at
our tool and see if it’s better to maintain our home grown solution or see
if there was a better solution off the shelf. If you look into it right now
with 606, many companies are going towards more of an automated tool.
But 606 may not be the real driver, for us, it is something that has been
needed for a while.

Inefficient financial planning and reporting
The fifth issue our Revenue Project Manager faced at this growing company was being
able to address the current situation of silo-ed and disparate systems that held revenue
data needed for ASC 606. The opportunity to create a single source of truth from which
they could then pull the reports they needed for earnings reports, GAAP reporting,
internal reporting and financial planning, was attractive.

Q: You mentioned reporting capabilities earlier, how will automation
With the new 606 there are some fairly significant reporting requirements.
Most of the historic data should be able to come directly from reports that
we had manually created. The good news is these are standard and are
part of RevStream. The data is all in one system. We’ll be able to comply
fairly easily with the SEC requirements. And, the CFO is excited by the daily
reporting, He is looking forward to real time posting of actual revenues,
that’s the biggest piece for him.
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Q: How will this impact your day-to-day work?
My day-to-day is making sure the SEC reports are filed timely and
accurately. I do believe this tool will assist us in both areas. The timeliness,
if we can speed up our close by one week, even if we don’t file a week
earlier, it gives us one more week to verify that the information we’re
getting is correct and a week earlier to our auditors, and accuracy
obviously. If we have a system that is SOC 2 compliant it gives you just a
little bit more security that the data you are publishing is 100% accurate.
Not that we have ever had a problem with our previous data but it just
gives you a little bit of reassurance.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Large enterprise companies often deal with high value contracts that
span years at a time and contain complex performance obligations
and bundling of offerings. While this caters well for a customized
sales pitch, it often ends up being difficult to manage in the revenue
department. Add in the complications of ASC 606 compliance and
the accounting teams’ plate is beginning to fill up very quickly. It’s
no surprise many organisations are choosing to automate revenue
recognition with software solutions.

Want to know more?
Revenue recognition resources
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Contact Us
For further information email us at
info@aptitudesoftware.com or contact us:
London Office
+44 (0)20 7496 8196
Boston Office
+1 (857) 201-3432
Singapore Office
+65 82282403

Aptitude Software
At Aptitude Software, we bring finance domain expertise,
innovative software products and laser-sharp focus on the CFO’s
needs to solve problems that our competitors can’t address. Our
specialized software helps companies address GAAP and IFRS
compliance issues and empowers the finance office with deep
revenue data insights. Aptitude Software is proud of serving the
CFO for 20 years, delivering financial integration, accounting
engines and other solutions that are empowering the next
generation of finance architecture.
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